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    Abstract

        
            The authors have previously reported on computer studies where they calculated the lethality of nuclear weapons defending against attacking warheads containing a toxic agent. A number of variables were looked at to get a better understanding as to what source and target characteristics play an important role in the effectiveness of the defender. In this study, they looked at an additional variable, which is the hydrogen concentration in the toxic agent of an attacking warhead. Toxic compounds vary in hydrogen content to a substantial degree. Hydrogen plays a major role in the moderation of neutrons in their passage through matter. Therefore, variations in hydrogen content can effect the neutron transmission properties of these compounds significantly. They have looked at two substances which bracket the range of hydrogen for many of these compounds: water and Sarin. The geometry selected for this comparison study was a large single volume cylinder with a neutron source located 3 m from the surface.
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                    Effectiveness of nuclear interceptors against large single volume chemical/biological warheads

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Mendelsohn, E
                            

                    In a continuing series of calculations which explore potential nuclear defenses against chemical and/or bacteriological warheads the author has now completed a study in which he postulated a large canister geometry. Instead of looking at a collection of smaller submunitions as done previously, he has now one single large volume of Sarin (a nerve agent). This is a more stressing case for nuclear defense, in that neutrons must traverse a long path in the hydrogenous solution if they are to deposit their energy in the region of Sarin farthest from the source. The author presents results from Monte Carlo calculationsmore » which indicate that differences in energy deposition between Sarin regions close to the source and those farthest from the source have increased very significantly.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Mechanisms of Degradation of Toxic Nerve Agents: Quantum-chemical Insight into Interactions of Sarin and Soman with Molybdenum Dioxide

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Tsyshevsky, Roman; Head, Ashley; Trotochaud, Lena; ...  - Surface Science
                            

                    With the urgent need to provide an efficient and reliable protection for people from fatal chemical and biological weapons, our fundamental understanding of how toxins interact with filters is far from complete. The situation is further complicated by natural difficulties of performing experimental measurements with lethal toxins. Unlike experiments, computational modeling offers an attractive and safe yet reliable way of studying behavior of toxic agents on a variety of substrates at a great level of detail. Here, we report DFT-based quantum-chemical calculations of adsorption and decomposition of DMMP, sarin and soman on MoO2 (011) surface. Our calculations show that MoO2more » strongly adsorbs toxic nerve agents and quickly decomposes them. Decomposition of DMMP on the MoO2 (011) surface proceeds via the PO-CH3 bond breaking and a formation of a surface methoxy group. The calculated activation barrier for this reaction is 131.5 kJ mol-1 . Unlike DMMP, decomposition of sarin and soman proceeds via the dealkylation reaction yielding propene and 3,3-dimethyl-1-butene, respectively. Decomposition of sarin requires a remarkably low energy (53.7 kJ mol-1 ), whereas the similar reaction in soman requires 50 kJ mol-1 more energy. We also make specific predictions to guide Ambient-Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (APXPS) experiments on sarin interaction with MoO2 samples. We conclude that MoO2 serves as an efficient substrate able of degrading toxins.« less
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                    Radiation-Neutralization of Stored Biological Warfare Agents with Low-Yield Nuclear Warheads

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Kruger, H
                            

                    MCNP Monte Carlo radiation transport computations were performed exploring the capability of low-yield nuclear fusion and fission warheads to neutralize biological warfare agents with the radiation dose deposited in the agent by the prompt neutron output. The calculations were done for various typical storage configurations on the ground in the open air or in a warehouse building. This application of nuclear weapons is motivated by the observation that, for some military scenarios, the nuclear collateral effects area is much smaller than the area covered with unacceptable concentrations of biological agent dispersed by the use of conventional high explosive warheads. Thesemore » calculations show that biological agents can be radiation-neutralized by low-yield nuclear warheads over areas that are sufficiently large to be useful for military strikes. This report provides the calculated doses within the stored agent for various ground ranges and heights-of-burst.« less
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                    The kinetic energy interceptor: Shooting a bullet with a bullet

                    
                        Journal Article

                    Although the Cold War has ended, the threat of proliferation with chemical, biological, and nuclear warheads continues. Two factors further increase the threat from these weapons of mass destruction: knowledge of missile technology has spread extensively, and, in recent years, many countries - some of them unfriendly to the US and its allies - have obtained short- and intermediate-range missiles. The threat posed by such missiles was amply demonstrated during the Gulf War. Thus, the need to protect US and allied forces from these weapons has never been greater. When nuclear-tipped defensive missiles, such as Sprint and Spartan, were phasedmore » out years ago, the US turned for its defense to kinetic-energy {open_quotes}kill{close_quotes} interceptors - missiles that destroy an enemy missile by striking it with lethal force and accuracy at some point in its trajectory. The Patriot missile is probably the best-known kinetic-energy (KE) interceptor in the US defensive arsenal. To counter the spreading threat of proliferation, LLNL and other laboratories have been participating in a joint program funded by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO), within the Department of Defense, to develop defensive missile systems. Participants are designing, testing, and certifying KE interceptors to defend against current and future missile threats. These research efforts are described.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Hydrolysis of DFP and the Nerve Agent (S)-Sarin by DFPase Proceeds Along Two Different Reaction Pathways: Implica-tions for Engineering Bioscavengers

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Wymore, Troy; Langan, Paul; Smith, Jeremy; ...  - Journal of Physical Chemistry B
                            

                    Organophosphorus (OP) nerve agents such as (S)-sarin are among the most highly toxic compounds that have been synthesized. Engineering enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of nerve agents ( bioscavengers ) is an emerging prophylactic approach to diminishing their toxic effects. Although its native function is not known, diisopropyl fluorophosphatase (DFPase) from Loligo vulgaris catalyzes the hydrolysis of OP compounds. Here, we investigate the mechanisms of diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) and (S)-sarin hydrolysis by DFPase with quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) umbrella sampling simulations. We find that the mechanism for hydrolysis of DFP involves nucleophilic attack by Asp229 on phosphorus to form a pentavalentmore » intermediate. P F bond dissociation then yields a phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate in the rate-limiting step. The simulations suggest that a water molecule, coordinated to the catalytic Ca2+, donates a proton to Asp121 and then attacks the tetrahedral phosphoacyl intermediate to liberate the diisopropylphosphate product. In contrast, the calculated free energy barrier for hydrolysis of (S)-sarin by the same mechanism is highly unfavorable, primarily due to the instability of the pentavalent phosphoenzyme species. Instead, simulations suggest that hydrolysis of (S)-sarin proceeds by a mechanism in which Asp229 could activate an intervening water molecule for nucleophilic attack on the substrate. These findings may lead to improved strategies for engineering DFPase and related six-bladed -propeller folds for more efficient degradation of OP compounds.« less
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